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Message from the Guest Editors

Dear Colleagues,

This Special Issue will focus on (i) lessons from the
pandemic, in particular the effectiveness of policy
responses in different countries, (ii) new integrated
modeling approaches that have emerged from the crisis;
and (iii) recommendations to build a more resilient system
to protect ourselves from such events in the future.

Relevant topics to be addressed include the merging of
social mixing and economic data in integrated
epidemiological-economic models; the disconnect
between financial markets and the broader economy
during the COVID crisis; the role of public and private debt
during the recovery; the nature of work and changes in
productivity; and the investment necessary to radically
change the course of our system to prepare it for climate
crises.
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Editor-in-Chief

Prof. Dr. Thanasis Stengos
Department of Economics and
Finance, University of Guelph,
Guelph, ON N1G2W1, Canada

Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Researchers are most welcome to contribute original
research articles or comprehensive review papers for
consideration and publication in Journal of Risk and
Financial Management (JRFM), an on-line, open access
journal. JRFM adheres to rigorous peer-review as well as
editorial processes, and publishes high quality manuscripts
that address theoretical, practical and empirical issues in
analysing real life financial data. The goal of JRFM is to
enable rapid dissemination of high impact research to the
scientific community.
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